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Arm Protector Procedure Pack
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ArmGuardTM Arm Protector User Reference Guide
Read and understand the entire Instructions for Use for full product information, cautions, and warnings.

1. Remove pads from vacuum
pack. Place on table, Velcro®
side up.

2. Gently pull up the middle two
squares. These are the
“adhesion tabs” to be used to
fasten ArmGuardTM to the sled.

3. Bring ends up and over to
expose the adhesion tabs.
Place on table with Velcro®
side down.

Position tabs to provide desired
protection for hands and fingers.

4. Pick up pad with ends folded
back. Sled should be next to
you. Place pad on sled,
Velcro® side down.

6. Slide sled under surgical table
5. Place tabs snug against the
mattress.
side of the sled. Secure tabs in
position by pressing firmly.

7. While tucking, ensure that the
pad edge stays up and above
the mattress.
(model removed for clarity)

8. Insert arm.

10. Easily re-opened and closed
by anesthesia for line
adjustment, etc.

Note: Convenient IV access
without the need to untuck
arms.

9. Secure both segments.
Reposition the pad if you
want the pad to completely
envelop the fingers

11. Install Bariatric Width Extender (Model #40203)
ONLY for use with Bariatric Sleds and Rail-Mounted Sleds

Bariatric sled is longer than the
standard sled, to accommodate
the width extender.

Before step 6 above, insert the
Secure the arm in the usual
width extender under the
manner.
ArmGuardTM pad.
Install the bariatric sled in the
usual manner.
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